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Abstract - Holoscopic 3D imaging (also known as Integral imaging)
is a promising technique for capturing full colour spatial images
using a single aperture holoscopic 3D camera. It mimics fly’s eye
technique with a microlens array, which will view the scene at a
slightly different angle to its adjacent lens that records threedimensional information onto two-dimensional surface To date,
holoscopic 3D camera adaptors are designed and prototyped for a
large scale SLR cameras. This paper proposes an innovative design
solution for prototyping a holoscopic 3D camera adaptor for
Raspberry Pi, which is a credit-card-sized single board computer.
This proposed method extends utilisation of holoscopic 3D imaging
and enables the expansion of the technology for various trends
applications such as security, medical, entertainment, inspection,
autonomous and robotics systems where 3D depth sensing and
measurement are concern.

stereoscopic system is the use of two cameras as this adds a
great complexity to the system as well as depth perception
because the cameras needs to be accurately calibrated for
different setup [7]. and it also increases the cost and the size of
the system and hence, it is not an ideal solution for dynamic
applications. Multiview 3D system is based on stereoscopic as
it uses human eye technique but it uses more than two cameras
to accommodate more users as well as to create motion 3D
effect.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

3D imaging systems have been advanced in recent years and
are still being researched and utilized in a wide range of
applications, such as broadcasting, medical, robotics visions,
inspections, security, self-driven automotive and entertainment
[1].
There are different types of 3D imaging principles such as
stereoscopic [2], Multiview [3], holographic [4] holoscopic [5],
with each one having its own advantages based on the
application used. The most commonly used technique is the
stereoscopic “Stereo vision”, which mimics the human eye
technique for both acquisition and visualization using two
cameras that are slightly distanced from each other to capture
images from different viewing angle, and this facilitates the
perception of depth when the left eye image and right eye image
are viewed by the left eye and right eye respectively [6]. In such
systems, the location and optical parameters of each separate
camera must be synchronised and calibrated, so that
triangulation methods can be used in each image to determine
the correspondence between pixels [7]. Based on the
correspondence between pixels, a disparity map with depth
information can be generated. One of the limitations of using a

II. HOLOSCOPIC 3D IMAGING PRINCIPLE
Recent research exhibits that holoscopic 3D imaging (H3D) or
integral imaging is a promising technique due to its simplistic
form of data acquisition and visualization and yet offers robust
and scalable spatial information. The H3D technique was first
proposed by Lippmann in 1908 [8] for capturing and
reproducing a three-dimensional optical model of a scene [9].
However, the development of H3D was slow at the time, due to
the limited technology. Nevertheless, with the rapid
advancement in electronic sensors and display technologies in
the last two decades H3D was revived [10]. The main idea
behind Lippmann was that one can record many elemental
images of a 3D scene in a 2D matrix sensor (i.e. CMOS or
CCD) [11], with each elemental image storing a different
perspective of the 3D scene. This is achieved by inserting a
microlens array (MLA) in front of a sensor or use a camera
array to capture the 3D object from multiple views. The object
can then be reproduced using a flat LCD display technology
with a reintegrated MLA in the display to replay the original
object or scene in full colour and with continuous parallax in all
directions [9]. Moreover, since images with different
perspective are captured, the triangulation method can be used
to generate a disparity map.
To date, holoscopic 3D cameras are designed for a large
scale of SLR camera [12] as shown in Fig. 2 and has not been
explored to miniaturization yet. This limits the applications in
which a H3D system is capable of achieving. One of the
advantages of a holoscopic system compared to stereoscopic is
its compactness, and hence, it has a huge potential to be used in
areas such as robotic vision, inspection and medical

applications for the purpose of 3D depth measurement, digital
refocusing, 3D model reconstruction and many more.

(a) Recording

(b) Replay

Fig. 1 - (A) and (B) demonstrates principles of holoscopic 3D system [9]

Therefore, the proposed portable holoscopic 3D camera
adaptor will enable application users to apply the holoscopic 3D
imaging system for wider range applications such as robotics,
medical and entertainment. It will also promote seamlessly and
cost effectively integration with commonly used devices (such
as raspberry pi) thus, it will accelerate the expansion and
development of the technology in a wide range of applications.

(a) Systematic

viewpoint images for robust visual signal processing and
classification e.g. robotic vision.
Design 1: Without a close-up lens
The main design of the adaptor beside the pi-camera module
with its objective lens, consists of a fly’s eye microlenses array,
an objective lens and a field lens. The key here is to reduce the
depth of field of the pi-camera lens to reduce the length of the
adaptor. This is done by twisting the lens outward and away
from the sensor, that way there are less parts in the adaptor and
less distortion in the image captured. Fig. 3.a shows the design
construction. To further enhance the captured images, a field
lens back to back with the MLA is added to remove most of the
vignetting [12].
Design 2: With a close-up lens
The second design consists of a fly’s eye microlens array, an
objective lens and a close-up lens as illustrated in Fig. 3.b. The
purpose of the close-up lens is to focus the back of the MLA
into the built in lens of the raspberry pi camera and to keep a
minimal depth of field, in order to keep the length of the
adaptor minimal.

(b) Prototype

Fig. 2 - Holoscopic 3D camera prototype by 3DVIVANT project at Brunel
University [12]

III. PROPOSED MINIATURIZED HOLOSCOPIC 3D
CAMERA ADAPTOR FOR RASPBERRY PI
Innovative approaches are proposed for an effective design
of portable holoscopic 3D camera adaptor for Raspberry Pi and
this is the first time for designing and prototyping an adaptor for
embedded systems. This will maximise the use of a H3D
imaging system, especially for the purpose of 3D depth
measurement, reducing the size as well as enabling portability
are key. Two different designs and prototypes of the adaptor are
done for Raspberry Pi using a single aperture, which pursues
seamless integration.
The proposed adaptor is specially designed for a raspberry
pi camera; however, it can be adjusted to work with various
devices. The main principle behind this proposed adaptor is to
integrate fly’s eye MLA into a raspberry pi camera to create a
portable holoscopic 3D Camera lens adaptor. This will enable
the camera to capturing H3D images, for which it can be
processed on the raspberry pi for 3D depth sensing, depth
measureable as well as generating different perspective

(a) Design 1

(b) Design 2

Fig. 3 - Illustration of the proposed designs of the adaptor (a) with a close-up
lens. (b) without a close-up lens

Prototypes
Based on design 1 & 2, we constructed 2 different
prototypes; Prototype 1 (Fig. 4.a) which is based on Design 1
(Fig. 3.a) in its construction and method and like wise Prototype
2 (Fig. 4.b) is based on Design 2 (Fig. 3.b).

(a) Prototype 1

(b) Prototype 2

Fig. 4 – Adaptor Prototypes (a) Prototype 1, Experimental setup, without closeup lens,(b) Prototype 2, assembled prototype of the adaptor with a close-up lens.

Prototype 1 Specification
§
Raspberry Pi camera: sensor
size: 25 x 24 x 9 mm; 2D
Resolution: 2592 x 1944 pixels
§
Lens Per Inch: 40.03
§
Pixels Per lens: 50

Prototype 2 Specification
§
Raspberry Pi camera: sensor
size: 25 x 24 x 9 mm; 2D
Resolution: 2592 x 1944 pixels
§
Lens Per Inch: 40.03
§
Pixels Per lens: 70

IV. RESULTS
Using the prototypes, we captured and processed the H3D
images below to extract viewpoints and elemental images. Fig.
5 shows a H3D image (1649X1245 Pixels) acquired using
prototype 1 and processed to extract the viewpoint images
(31X1235 Pixels), which are in an acceptable utilisation.

spatial imaging therefore it can be utilized for various
applications and such as interaction, depth sensing and
inspection. We designed and prototyped two different adaptors
and resulting images are illustrated and evaluated. Both
orthographic viewpoint images and perspective elemental
images are extracted from the acquired holoscopic 3D images.
In addition, the elementals images are used to generate 3D
depth map by calculating disparity map that exhibits a useable
depth details. All acquired and generated images are in the
organic format but the images can be further improved using
computational resolution enhancement algorithms in postproduction.
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organic viewpoint 1; (c) extracted organic viewpoint 20.
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V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a miniaturised portable
holoscopic 3D camera adaptor for Raspberry Pi, which is a
credit card size digital board. Holoscopic 3D imaging pursues
simplistic form of spatial imaging and offers a true and robust
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